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We know talent.
Chandler Macleod has an extensive
database of active candidates in
various industry sectors and over
13,000 employees out working on
client sites every week. Through our
experience with planning, sourcing,
assessing, developing and managing
talent along with industry intelligence,
we know a lot about talent.
Contact our Newcastle team on
02 4978 7744.
chandlermacleod.com
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HBR from the editor
* *
The overwhelming support of members of the Wests Group
for the acquisition of the Newcastle Knights is good news for the
Hunter region, including the business community.
The sports sector is an increasingly important component of the
economy and it is great to see that the region’s most identifiable
sporting brand having a much more secure future.
Coaching great Jack Gibson is quoted as saying “Winning
begins in the front office” and this is already being proved correct
with the Knights winning consecutive games after the first
announcement of the Wests intention to take over the Knights.
The continued support by Newcastle City Council for the
extension of the light rail currently being built is to be welcomed
as a logical step in improving transport in Newcastle.
It is an issue that business should get behind to improve the
local economy and community more generally.

We should not underestimate how the success of local sporting
teams can raise the sentiment of the local community, resulting in
improved consumer and business confidence.
The Wests Group should be congratulated for their support of
our major local sporting team and for the region in general.
Garry Hardie
Publisher & Editor

Whilst the 2.7 km of light rail being constructed will offer
significant benefits to the CBD, it could obviously be much more
valuable as a transport link if it could offer further connections
and also enhance the ease of park and ride options.
Newcastle City Council has begun discussion with Venues
NSW regarding the redevelopment of Broadmeadow's Hunter
Sports and Entertainment Precinct and the logic of including this
important destination to a larger light rail grid.
Council has also recommended Glendale, the University, John
Hunter Hospital and Mayfield as other proposed destinations to
be added at a later date.
Although construction of the CBD light rail is not due to be
complete until 2019, now is the time to look ahead so we can
maximise our transport options and continue the transformation
of Newcastle into a world-class city.

Hunter Business Review

ON THIS MONTH’S COVER
Hunter Medical Research
Institute (HMRI) hosted its
annual ball in June in the grand
Concert Hall at Newcastle City
Hall. City Hall in-house caterers
Harvest & Soul catered for the
exclusive event, with a menu
tailored to the event theme
based on Newcastle Harbour's
'Destiny' sculpture.
Image courtesy Newcastle City Council

HBR is essential reading
for anyone wanting to
stay informed on local
business news and
issues that affect
business.

Subscribe NOW
4 |
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HBR business news
F-35A Off-Board Information Systems Centre opened at RAAF Base Williamtown
On 5 July the Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon Christopher
Pyne MP, opened the Off Board Information Systems Centre
(OBISC)—the first of the RAAF’s F-35A Joint Strike Fighter
facilities—at RAAF Williamtown, which represents $16 million of
the $770 million of works currently underway at the base. While it
was being built the OBISC supported 350 jobs in the local area.
“The Centre is an Australian unique capability that hosts
ground-based, off board, F-35A Autonomic Logistics Information
System (ALIS),” Minister Pyne said.

“A range of works underway at Williamtown
to support the F-35A capability are on track for
completion by mid-2021”

“A range of works underway at Williamtown to support the
F-35A capability are on track for completion by mid-2021,” Minster
Pyne said.
The facilities to be provided at Williamtown also include
runway extensions base electrical, sewage, fire and storm-water
management infrastructure F-35A squadron headquarters,
training and maintenance facilities.
The New Air Combat Capability project at Williamtown was
approved by Government in April 2014 and is part of a $1.477
billion capability project undertaken by Defence across RAAF
Bases Williamtown and Tindal as well as forward operating bases.
Construction started in November 2014, with all works required
to support the arrival of the first F-35A in 2018 on track for
completion.

The Minister for Defence Industry, The Honourable Christopher Pyne

“The ALIS is the logistical nerve-centre for the Joint Strike Fighter.
It is used to support mission planning, manage air and ground crew
training, manage day to day maintenance activities and to provide
logistical support to the aircraft and associated systems.
“The overall investment in Williamtown is providing significant
returns to the local community with more than $215 million of
contracts going to local businesses to date.
“It demonstrates what happens when the Government invests
in high end military equipment. It requires upgrading bases and
material across the country, which then flows into investment in
jobs in local industry.
“ALIS provides the information system hardware, software and
data that performs maintenance management, fault diagnostics,
supply support, mission planning and training management
across the F-35A weapon system.”

The Minister for Defence Industry, The Honourable Christopher Pyne, MP with The
Head of Joint Strike Fighter, Air Vice-Marshal Leigh Gordon AO CSM with Chief of
the Royal Australian Air Force, Air Marshal Leo Davis AO, CSC at the unveiling of
the plaque at the Off-Board Information Systems Centre (OBISC).
Photo copyright: © Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence
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HBR business news
Aurizon's new and diverse team delivers for the New South Wales electricity supply chain
On 14 July Aurizon - Australia’s largest rail-based transport
business - commenced its long-term rail haulage contract for AGL
Macquarie in the Hunter Valley.
Group Executive of Aurizon’s Coal business, Ed McKeiver, said the
Company was delighted to continue its growth in the region by
becoming a supply chain partner with AGL Macquarie and helping to
deliver around 30% of New South Wales’ electricity needs.
“The contract includes coal rail haulage of 8.7 million tonnes
per annum for AGL Macquarie in the Hunter Valley through to
December 2025, and also extends Aurizon’s investment and large
employee presence in local communities in the Hunter Valley.
“To support the new contract, we have a new team of 41
employees who are excited about not only running the rail services,
but also managing the ancillary services associated with operating
AGL Macquarie’s Antiene and Newdell coal unloading facilities.
“The team has been in training and have trialled a number of
test trains for some time to prepare for the contract start today.
Out of the 41 employees, 16 have come from other areas of
Aurizon, transferring internally from Queensland, New South
Wales and Western Australia, and bringing their experience and
Aurizon’s operating knowledge with them.

“We also recruited 16 trainee drivers, allowing us to attract local
people to the rail industry and develop them in a trainee driver
program to become qualified drivers. Each of the 16 are in final stages
of their traineeships as we commence operations,” said Mr McKeiver.
Aurizon is also confident that the diversity of the new team will
set them up for success.
"Across the team, 30% of the workforce is female and 15%
identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. Each team member
will bring their unique perspective and experience to the
workplace, and I am confident that they will deliver great results
for AGL Macquarie,” he said.
The new team complements Aurizon’s workforce of around
330 people in the region, as the Company continues to grow its
business in the Hunter Valley.
“We have invested approximately $500 million in trains and
facilities to further grow our business in the region. In the 2016
financial year, we hauled approximately 44 million tonnes of coal
in the Hunter Valley, and opened our $180 million Train Support
Facility at Hexham just outside Newcastle,” said Mr McKeiver.
The contract with AGL Macquarie takes Aurizon’s contracted
tonnages in NSW to approximately 55 million tonnes per annum.

Aeromedical base at Lake Macquarie Airport officially opened
On 7 July the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service and NSW
Ambulance celebrated the opening of the purpose-built
aeromedical base at Lake Macquarie Airport, which facilitates
the medical treatment, search, rescue and retrieval of people in
need within communities in northern NSW.
Commissioner Dominic Morgan, Chief Executive NSW
Ambulance, said the facility was the latest achievement in the
NSW Government’s $151 million Reform Plan for Aeromedical
(Rotary Wing) Retrieval Services across the state.
"Our exceptional teams are delivering critical out-of-hospital
care when and where it is needed across the state. The clinical
capability of this new base, its medical and operational
crew and aircraft, is state of the art. With a NSW Ambulance
helicopter paramedic and a Hunter New England Health
District doctor on board every primary flight, and each aircraft
Newborn and paediatric Emergency Transport Service (NETS)
capable, we are able to deliver critical care, mid-air at scene and

en-route to hospital, said Commissioner Morgan".
The total cost of the facility was $5.5 million, with the NSW
Government’s Restart NSW Hunter Infrastructure Investment
Fund contributing $2.3 million.
CEO of the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service Richard Jones said the
funding from the Hunter Infrastructure Investment Fund was vital.
"The Belmont base is an asset for our community and we are
delighted to deliver a facility which is at world class standard".
"This is a 24-7 operational base and the functional design of the
building has maximised communication and workflow for this team,
providing a safe and functional hangar for our aircraft and engineers
as well as appropriate living space for the crew" he added.
The Service also unveiled the Cliff Marsh OAM Operations
Room to honour the contribution of its Patron and former
Chairman. Mr Marsh was a founding father of the Service and
he went on to become Chairman of the Board for 25 years from
1992 until his retirement earlier this year.

HBR eating out

WE ARE NOW OPEN FOR DINNER
A la Carte menu from 5.30pm
Wednesday to Saturday

Open for breakfast and lunch
7am-3pm Weekdays • 8am-3pm Weekends
~ Now Fully Licensed ~
BOOKINGS ON 4929 4477
Corner Market & Scott Streets Newcastle
4929 4477 ~ eat@threebearskitchen.com.au
www.threebearskitchen.com.au
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HBR business news
Blueprint for Hunter Sports &
Entertainment Precinct
On 5 July the NSW Government released a draft concept plan
for a new look Hunter Sports and Entertainment Precinct for
community feedback, as part of long term planning for the area
surrounding McDonald Jones Stadium.
Minister for Sport Stuart Ayres and Parliamentary Secretary for
the Hunter Scot MacDonald unveiled a discussion document
titled A Vision for the Hunter Sports & Entertainment Precinct.
“This precinct is close to the hearts of Hunter residents. It is
part of the region’s proud sporting history and is a place where
fans gather to cheer on their favourite team, play weekend sport
or relax and enjoy a great concert. Our focus is to ensure that
everyone continues to have a positive experience,” Mr Ayres said.
“The long term masterplan for the Hunter Sports and
Entertainment precinct aims to see it buzzing with world-class
sporting events, concerts and entertainment for decades to
come, as well as providing a solid home for grassroots sport and
recreation,” Mr Ayres said.
“Today we are launching a consultation process and inviting
community members to provide feedback over the next five months
on early concept designs and future options for the precinct.”
Parliamentary Secretary for the Hunter Scot MacDonald said
the population of Greater Newcastle is set to grow significantly
and the NSW Government is committed to a considered
strategy.
“This blueprint aims to kick off discussion around opportunities
to upgrade existing facilities or create new ones, such as a multipurpose arena and consolidated sports facility, with the potential
for new sporting fields, hotels, restaurants, cafes, and community
spaces,” Mr MacDonald said.
“We believe we can transform the area into a vibrant sporting
and entertainment hub for Newcastle, a place that is active day
and night and also a place of relaxation and recreation, with parks
and open space for locals to enjoy.”
“These upgrades will also expand Newcastle’s growing events
market, helping to boost national and international visitor numbers,
creating new jobs and economic opportunities in the process.”
Community members will be able to learn more at open house
sessions and provide feedback on the concept plan at
www.venuesnsw.com.
For more information on A Vision for the Hunter Sports &
Entertainment Precinct and how to have your say please visit
www.venuesnsw.com/page/conceptplan

At Alliance Labour Solutions we create
and drive a partnership which is
sustainable in achieving our customers
desired outcomes. Currently in our
industry with the duration between
shutdowns extending, utilising the
permanent workforce has become
increasingly difficult. At Alliance we help
tailor optimum solutions to eliminate
utilisation issues.
At Alliance we provide best fit employees
based on your individual requirements.
We engage with you to understand what
‘type’ of employee will add value to your
business.
Alliance have an unrivalled Candidate
Care Program, centred around employee
wellbeing and continuous communication
which has allowed us to enjoy a high
retention rate which in turn gives you
consistent faces on site.
We are uncompromising in our
commitment to the wellbeing and safety
of our people; we drive a safety culture
and to continuously achieve this outcome
we attend morning pre-starts and toolbox
talks and adopt a ‘go look see’ program
on site which is interactive with you and
our employees.
Our partnership model promotes ‘one
team’ that is seamless in its integration.

AMP Capital acquires Marketown
Shopping Centre on behalf of Sunsuper
AMP Capital has acquired Marketown Shopping Centre in
Newcastle West from The Cartier Group for approximately $163
million on behalf of Sunsuper.
Marketown Shopping Centre is a 26,000 sqm sub-regional
centre, which spans two separate sites connected by a carpark
with 920 parking spaces. It is anchored by major tenants Coles,
Woolworths, Big W, Officeworks and Dan Murphy’s and has 58
specialty stores.
AMP Capital’s Head of Separate Accounts, John Dynon, said:
“Our focus is on delivering great investment outcomes for our
clients in a selective and disciplined manner. We are delighted to
have found an opportunity for Sunsuper to invest in Newcastle
that meets this objective, helps our client to achieve their
goals, and pleasingly demonstrates our ability to execute in a
competitive market.”
Following the acquisition of Marketown, Sunsuper’s portfolio
is now well positioned and consists of more than eight quality
commercial assets.
As part of the acquisition, AMP Capital has taken over the
management of the shopping centre from Knight Frank.

Contact Us
Head Office
02 4946 6005
Level 3, 414 Hunter St
Newcastle, 2300

QLD Office
25-29 Interlink Court
Mackay 4740

WA Office
4 Bellows St
Welshpool 6106
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HBR business news
Quarry Mining establishes Design and
Create Centre
Quarry Mining has for a long time had qualified engineers
in house focused on the design and Quality Control of their
manufactured products. Recently Managing Director Kari
Armitage made the decision to take their skills to market and
establish Quarry Mining’s “Design and Create Centre”. With
their “no job too small or too tricky” approach, they are now
undertaking the design and build of some bespoke tools that
have until now been the bane of some of their clients’ existence.
Kari questions “Do you have a tool that is mocked up or is a bit
of a “backyard job” but that is really one of the handiest things in
the yard? If you are honest, it is not fit for purpose and does not
have the engineering design, plant safety files or introductions to
site that it should in our modern workplace?
“We have a cost effective solution for you. Using our CAD
modelling and design software and 3D printing capabilities we
can provide certified designs and prototypes in a cost effective
way, eliminating the need for many costly manufacturing and
fabricating iterations.”
Once the solution is tailored (i.e. 3D printed) just right, Quarry
Mining engineers team up with their tradies and begin to
fabricate. Once the tool is ready for testing, site trials can be done
with Quarry Mining engineers and trades team, and that includes
their qualified Safety man who can deliver all the documents
needed to implement a new tool seamlessly in to the workplace.
Kari continues “We believe that having the ability to design,
build and test small but challenging projects like these in-house,
will save our clients the significant time and trouble it takes to
engage, manage and bridge the communication gap between
different design consultants and fabrication work companies.

“Our Mantra – Use team smarts to
help make Australia’s workplaces
safer.”
Managing Director Kari Armitage

Upper Hunter Shire Council releases
new plans

Do you
need good quality
lament for your
workplace 3D printer?
High quality lament for professional results
Bulk orders at great prices
Tested in our printer rst, to ensure it is
suitable for your workplace
Stocks held in Newcastle, Australia
Order your lament today:
02 4966 5028
enquiries@thre3dp.com.au
www.thre3dp.com.au
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Upper Hunter Shire Council has adopted major new plans
outlining Council’s priorities over the next ten years.
The Community Strategic Plan (CSP) 2027 provides a road map
of what is important to the Upper Hunter Shire community and
where it wants to be in ten years.
The Delivery Program 2017/2018-2020/2021 and Operational
Plan 2017/2018 provides more details on what Council plans to
do to achieve the CSP 2027 and how to fund it. These documents
are Council’s working guides and help ensure Council’s decisions
and activities are transparent to the community.
Mayor Wayne Bedggood said the new plans would be useful not
only to Council but to anyone interested in their community.
“The development of the CSP 2027, Delivery Program
and Operational Plan have been guided by Council, with
community input. They belong to all of us and we each share the
responsibility of making our community a better place for now
and future generations,” Cr Bedggood said.
Community research conducted in 2013 and 2015 was the starting
point for the CSP 2027 discussions. Council committed to a new
Community Engagement approach and spoke with almost 1000
people while out and about “popping up” all over the Shire for six
months from late 2016. In addition to written submissions, this
process identified Community Priorities and Community Strategies.
The Community Priorities are focused on enhancing and
improving the environment, community infrastructure, open
spaces, roads and bridges and the economy. There is also a focus
on protecting the rural lifestyle and country feel of the Upper
Hunter Shire, ensuring it remains quiet, safe and welcoming.
The plans are available at Council offices and http://
upperhunter.nsw.gov.au/your-council/documents-and-policies/
documents/community-strategic-plan.aspx
The Delivery Program and Operational Plan also contains the
updated fees and charges for 2017-2018. This covers fees for Council
services such as waste collection and facilities such as room hire.

HMA
Hunter Manufacturing Awards Inc.

Manufacturing- “The key to our future”

2017 MAJOR SPONSOR

HUNTER MANUFACTURING AWARDS INC.

‘Showcasing Excellence in Manufacturing’
NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN FOR THE 2017 HMA

If you are a Manufacturer in the Region of the Hunter,
Upper Hunter, Central Coast or Mid North Coast
and you missed the registration deadline of July 14,
contact HMA on info@hma.org.au or phone 0438 242 899

NOMINATIONS CLOSE AUGUST 18, 2017
For Registration Form and to access Application Forms please go to:
www.hma.org.au/Nominate or phone 0438 242 899
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HBR business news
Hunter businesses support Hunter songwriting competition
Newcastle’s music scene is set to benefit from the launch of
a new song writing competition, backed by the local business
community and a group of well-known Newcastle musicians.
The Tip Jar competition will promote the city’s community of
musicians, and provide new opportunities for talented performers
to export their music nationally. The competition builds on the
city’s long history of creating world class musicians, and will help
to build Newcastle’s reputation as a rich breeding ground for
musical talent.
The launch of Tip Jar comes at an optimal time, as Newcastle
continues its re-invention as a leading creative and cultural hub.
The Newcastle City Council and Newcastle Now are both sponsors
of the competition, with Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes throwing her
support behind Tip Jar.
She said: "The Tip Jar project is a fine example of our economic
development sponsorships as we take strides toward becoming
a smart city. It matches the city's fine musical heritage with
Newcastle's re-invention as an innovation centre and shows
how Council rolls out support each year through economic
development sponsorships”.
Newcastle businesses are lending their support to the project,
recognising the links between a strong creative community, and
a burgeoning inner-city precinct. The Cambridge Hotel, EAO,
Mirage, Newcastle Live, Oasis Social Media, Little Ruby Visuals and
Murrays Craft Brewery are all major sponsors of Tip Jar.
Silverchair’s Chris Joannou is a Tip Jar Ambassador, joining a
number of other well-known Newcastle music identities including
Grant Walmsley of the Screaming Jets, popular DJ, Jayteehazard,
and indie-folk artist, Amy Vee. Chris is a passionate spokesperson
for the competition, as it was competitions similar to Tip Jar that
gave Silverchair its first big break.

Can you help make
a child’s future brighter?
Is your organisation looking for ways to make a
difference in the lives of children with vision or hearing
loss living in the Hunter?

RIDBC Hunter Sight and Sound for Kids corporate
sponsorship program helps businesses make a
difference in their local community. Your organisation’s
support will help Hunter children get the best possible
start in life by giving them access to RIDBC’s expert
education, therapy and cochlear implant services.
For more information on how your organisation can get
involved, call Darren Parmenter on 02 4979 4016
or visit ridbc.org.au/superhero
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Tip Jar invites unsigned musicians from Newcastle and Lake
Macquarie to enter unreleased songs, written over the past
12 months, either individually or as part of a collaboration.
Entrants will be judged on the strength of their song writing and
composition skills, not on the instrumentation or production of
the recording. A public and industry vote will select two winners,
announced at an awards ceremony at the Cambridge Hotel, with
the winner of each category receiving a prize package valued at
over $10,000, including:
• 10 hours recording time, working with award winning
engineers and producers;
• Media appearances and advertising;
• Marketing collateral and a press pack including
photography, video and design, and;
• A masterclass on getting in front of the right people in the
industry and securing publishing deals.

Newcastle financial adviser listed among
Australia’s Top 50
Prosperity Directors John Manuel and Gary Dean have both
been listed among Australia’s top 50 financial advisers in the
inaugural list of Australia’s top advisers by Barron’s, a prestigious
US based financial publication.
John Manuel, a Director of Prosperity Advisers located in
Newcastle, was ranked in 13th position and is the only adviser on
the list from the Newcastle region. Gary Dean, a Director based in
Prosperity’s Sydney office, came in at 40th position.
The purpose to rank Australia’s top financial advisers is twofold,
to provide the market with a selection of quality advisers and to
establish a benchmark for a high standard of client care that all
advisers can emulate.
About undertaking the survey, the organisers of the list, Barron’s
said “It is to cast a positive spotlight on the advisory business in
Australia broadly, by highlighting a group of leading advisers
as examples of the tremendous skill, passion, and acumen
represented within the industry. Our goal will be to recognise
excellence in wealth advisory and educate the investing public on
the value of a talented adviser.”
The survey comprised 73 questions covering everything from
the financial performance of the advisers’ practices to their
credentials, education and charitable philanthropic.

Water services to integrate into
MidCoast Council
On 28 June NSW Minister for Environment, Local Government
and Heritage, the Hon. Gabrielle Upton MP, approved the
proposal to dissolve MidCoast Water and move its functions into
MidCoast Council. The announcement follows the resolutions
made by both MidCoast Water and MidCoast Council in
December 2016.
It will be business as usual, and this will continue into the future
according to MidCoast Council’s Interim General Manager, Glenn
Handford.
“Nothing changes from a service delivery perspective from day
one, and residents can feel confident that the integration will be
planned with precision to avoid any disruption to services.”
After careful consideration of the options for the future delivery
of water and sewer services to the MidCoast community, the
proposal outlined staff and operational efficiencies estimated
at over $3 million per year achieved through the integration
of functions, which will ultimately deliver cost savings for the
community.
“The staff from both organisations will continue to work
together to deliver services for our community, at the same time
realising significant savings and efficiencies over coming years as
we integrate,” Glenn added.

Puro [Japanese] adj.
def: Professional,
expert,
experienced.

We have the
people you need.
We’re just like you.
We’re professional administrators who happen to be recruiters
and understand the value of great support. We want to help
your business grow and we deliver on what we promise.
That’s the Puro difference.

Puro
candidates to
you in hours,
not days

Innovative
technology
to help you
in decision
making

Professional
representation
of your
business to the
market

The Puro People team are recruitment industry experts
with over 40 years’ local recruitment experience
matching candidates to clients’ values and culture.

puropeople.com.au ph: 4925 3417

A business
partner who
is on your side
and dedicated
to you

HBR business news
Leading Lake Macquarie Businesses
acknowledged at Awards Gala Dinner
The outstanding successes of businesses including world class
product developers, digital innovators, plastic surgeons, trade
and professional service providers, were celebrated at the Lake
Macquarie Business Excellence Awards Gala Dinner, held at
Belmont 16s on Saturday 22 July 2017.
Eight different businesses were announced as winners across
15 categories focusing on areas such as branding and marketing,
business practices, digital technology, workplace culture,
customer service, innovation, entrepreneurship and sustainability.
Three major award winners were also recognised for their
business expertise, capacity to expand, their contribution to the
Lake Macquarie Business Community and ability to give back to
the general community. These were Ryan Bennett, Zimpleweb,
who was awarded Young Business Person of the Year, Amber
Moncrieff, Hunter Plastic Surgery, who was awarded Business
Person of the Year and JettProof who took out top honours as
Business of the Year.
JettProof is a local manufacturer, designer and exporter of
calming
forSchildren and adults. The business
AMADAsensory
BRAK
BRAKE
A clothing
E PR
P
PRESS
ESS
was created by Michelle Ebbin for her son, Jett who was
diagnosed with severe Autism, Global Development Delay and
Sensory Processing Disorder at the age of three.
Sponsored by Dantia, Lake Macquarie Economic Development
Company, the 2017 Lake Macquarie Business Excellence Awards
Gala Dinner attracted a sell-out crowd of close to 400 business
people from across the City.
The Lake Macquarie Business Excellence Awards are an initiative
of the Business Growth Centre. The aim of the Awards is to
recognise businesses operating within the City of Lake Macquarie
who provide exemplary products, services and so much more.

AMA D A LASER CU TTER
AMADA
AMAD
A A LASER CUTTER
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“For Excellence in Business
Practices & Sustainability”

“Our accuracy and
workmanship is
second to none!”
Award Category Winners

Excellence in Branding
and Marketing: JettProof – Gateshead
• Rainwater Tanks • Flashings • Gutters
• Fascia
Excellence in Sustainability: Academy Sheetmetal – Cardiff
• Roofing • Custom-fabricated Steel
ExcellenceProducts
in Business Practices: Academy Sheetmetal – Cardiff

Excellence in Innovation: JettProof – Gateshead
Excellence in Digital Technology: Anditi – Teralba
affordable
prices.
Excellence in Workplace Culture, Training and Development:
KENT Conveyancing – Boolaroo
Excellence in Entrepreneurship: Michelle Ebbin – JettProof –
Gateshead
Excellence in Customer Service by the Whole Business: Hunter
Plastic Surgery – Charlestown
Excellence in Customer Service by an Individual: Jessica Laing –
Hunter Plastic Surgery – Charlestown
Excellence in Not for Profit / Charity: Centre for Hope – Windale
Excellence in New Business: Hunter Eco Plumbing – Wangi Wangi
Excellence in Young Entrepreneurship:
Blake Bennett – Zimpleweb –
Charlestown

Premium-grade products at very
AMADA
BRAK
BRAKE
A Ecapabilities
P
PR
PRESS
ESS
S
• 0.55-22mm
thick
cutting
• 3050 x 1550 Cutting area
• Fast , Accurate Quoting
NEWCASTLE
- CENTRAL COAST
• Quick Lasercutting turnaround

- SYDNEY

“Our accuracy
and
CALL TODAY PH: (02)
4954 3364 or 0427 152 574
“Our
accuracy
“Our
accuracy
and&
www.academysheetmetal.com.au
workmanship
workmanship
is
workmanship
is
is second
to
second
to none!”
none!”
second to none!”
AMADA
AMAD
A A LASER CUTTER

AMADA BRAKE
BRAK
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P
PRESS
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S
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AMADA BRAK
BRAKE
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• Rainwater Tanks • Flashings • Gutters • Fascia
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Major Award Winners:
Young Business Person of the
Year: Ryan Bennett –
Zimpleweb – Charlestown
Business Person of the Year:
Amber Moncrieff –
Hunter Plastic Surgery –
Charlestown
Business of the Year:
JettProof – Gateshead
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CALL TODAY - P: (O2) 4954 3364 0R 0427 152 574
Jett & Michelle Ebbin
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A MA D A BRA KE P RESS

Reaching engaged audiences across Radio, TV, digital and online
platforms, Southern Cross Austereo is committed to providing
media solutions that deliver results for your business.
To learn more about growing your business contact justin.troy@sca.com.au
hit.com.au | 4942 3333

kofm.com.au | 4942 1433

HBR business news
Muswellbrook Indoor Sports Centre – Carbon Neutral Pilot Project
Muswellbrook Shire Council’s 40% renewable energy target is
another step closer with the implementation of a carbon neutral
pilot project at the Muswellbrook Indoor Sports Centre.
After assessing the centre as suitable for a “Carbon Neutral” pilot
project, Council’s Sustainability Unit began looking at ways to
reduce the energy consumption. As a result the Centre has had a
major technology upgrade.
This upgrade included the installation of new LED lighting to
replace high energy use fixtures in the centre resulting in cutting
electricity usage in half. Council is also installing a 10 kW solar and
battery storage system at the centre to generate and store its own
energy, to potentially take the facility completely off the grid and
not be reliant on external power.
Mark Scandrett (Councils Sustainability Coordinator said "as the

centre is used mostly at night, three Tesla Powerwall 2 batteries
are being installed to store solar power generated during the day
so that the centre can run during the night without drawing any
power from the grid.”
Council will run a twelve month trial of the system to be sure
that the solar and battery system provide enough power before
disconnecting the facility from electricity grid which save Council
hundreds of dollars each year in network charges.
As extra environmental benefits and to make the building
completely Carbon Neutral, underground rain water storage
tanks have been installed to supply water to the bathrooms and
landscaping undertaken using low water use plants.
The Sustainability Unit hopes to roll out further carbon neutral
projects on other Council owned properties in the near future.

Matildas to play Brazil in Newcastle
Newcastle City Council has teamed up with the State Government
to host the Westfield Matildas national women's soccer team in a
match against Brazil at McDonald Jones Stadium on 19 September.
The Matildas' first appearance for 17 years in Newcastle will be the
second clash in four days between the seventh-ranked Aussies and
eighth-ranked Brazilians.
The fixture comes as Football Federation Australia prepares a
Federal Government-backed bid to host the 2023 Women's World
Cup, a potential opportunity for Newcastle after its success hosting
four matches of the men's 2015 Asian Cup tournament.
"Newcastle City Council is delighted to partner with Venues

Hunter Business Review

NSW and the State Government to help bring the Matildas to
Newcastle," Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said.
"Around 23% of all players registered with Northern NSW Football
are girls, with more than 11,000 in the Newcastle association, so it
will be great for them to see the Matildas on home soil.
"The match is also a great chance for Newcastle to help
bolster FFA's bid to host the 2023 Women's World Cup.
Newcastle proved it can host major football events with our
success during the 2015 Asian Cup, when the four games we
hosted brought a $13.5 million boost to the Hunter and saw
images of the city beamed across Asia."

Would you like to join our
team to help grow HBR?

The Hunter Business Review is continuing to grow, with the July
issue being the largest issue on record and this issue being only
slightly smaller.
We now have more active clients plus a backlog of leads we are having
difficulty servicing.

Hu nt

VOLUME

er Bu
si ne ss

Print Post

Re vi ew

If you would be interested in helping with our advertising sales, then we would
like to hear from you.
The position is not “hard sales” but more about building relationships and
servicing new and prospective clients to help them promote to the Hunter
business market.

NEWC

ASTLE

HUNTER

We are flexible and would be quite happy for a part-time arrangement
with commission.
If you would like to explore this opportunity to help grow the region’s
leading hard copy and online business and industry publication, please
email Garry at garry@HBRmag.com.au with a brief note and CV.
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HBR business news
New investment and innovation to
support the mental health of small
business

New funding has been announced for the Hunter Institute of
Mental Health to work closely with small business in NSW to codesign a new approach that better supports the mental health
and wellbeing of owners and workers.
Treasurer Dominic Perrottet announced a $1.1 million dollar
grant from the icare foundation to the Hunter Institute, to
develop and trial an innovative approach that puts the mental
health of small business front and centre.
Hunter Institute of Mental Health Director Jaelea Skehan
said the opportunity to change the mental health of the NSW
community through targeting small business is great.
“We know that well-coordinated programs implemented in
workplace settings can improve mental health and wellbeing,
reduce mental ill-health, reduce suicidal behaviour and contribute
to increased productivity and reduced workplace injury.
“But to date there has been limited investment in research and
programs specifically targeted at the mental health and wellbeing
of small business owners and their staff.
“With almost 98% of all businesses in NSW being small
businesses, there is a real opportunity for NSW to show national
and international leadership in this space.
“We will be working with researchers at the University of Newcastle
to explore the use of technology and e-health solutions that may be
successful in the small business environment.”
icare Foundation Chair Elizabeth Carr AM said the pilot program
will tackle the gap in mental health support for small business
owners and their staff.
“While the big end of town can combat mental health issues
with employee assistance programs, small businesses - the engine
that keeps the NSW state economy going – just don’t have access
to the same resources.
“They, and their valued employees, need help. Currently, there
are no specific mental health management solutions tailored to
NSW small businesses.
“This initiative represents a significant investment in addressing
that gap, and one that will provide essential guidance and
support to many NSW small business operators, workers and
communities,” Ms Carr said.
To coincide with the announcement, a research survey for those
working in small business has been launched and will be used to
inform the early stages of the project said Ms Skehan.
The announcement, and the launch of the survey, has been
welcomed by Council of Small Business of Australia (COSBOA)
CEO Peter Strong, who is encouraged by the focus on owners as
well as employees.
The online survey is available at http://bit.ly/
MentalHealthSmallBizSurvey

Newcastle security companies
announce merger
Two Newcastle security firms - Holistic Security and
Balance Security Solutions Newcastle – have merged to
form Holistic Industries. The merger also includes the
acquisition of local Registered Training Organisation
(RTO), 5th Level Training (5LT), which will now be known
as Holistic Training.
The merger will provide Hunter businesses with a firstof-its-kind, comprehensive security offering, covering all
facets of security, including patrol, electronic security, and
security for crowd control, retail, construction, industrial
and residential. Accredited training programmes for people
looking to enter or advance their career in the security or
hospitality industries will also be offered, with nationallyrecognised courses in First Aid, Workplace Health and Safety
(WHS) and Responsible Service of Alcohol (RSA) available.
The formation of Holistic Industries comes in the
wake of the success of its predecessor, Holistic Security,
which has become known among some of Newcastle’s
largest entertainment venues as an industry leader
and innovator. Holistic Security has enjoyed strong
growth over recent years, credited by many local venues
for reducing anti-social behaviour and violence. The
company has grown to employ over 100 staff, and
services some of the region’s most loved night spots,
including the Cambridge Hotel, King Street Hotel,
Queens Wharf Hotel and Wests City.
Managing Director of
Holistic Security, Ben
Dewson, says that the
new organisation has
been created in the wake
of major developments
in Newcastle’s security
industry. Ben has been
at the forefront of the
aptly named “Newcastle
Solution” – an approach
to security which relies
heavily on educating
patrons and security
guards and changing
human behaviour, rather
than simply reducing
venue trading hours
and limiting alcohol
consumption.

New Name
Same People
Genuine Corporate
and Commercial
Law Specialists.
visit our new website

swslawyers.com.au
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HBR business news
Transport Awareness Day and Truck Show

economic benefits the industry brings to the Hunter.
“Without the heavy haulage industry, our country would
The Newcastle transport industry will come together to celebrate
come to a standstill. When you think about what we contribute
the diversity and achievements of the industry and break down the
to the economy in terms of agricultural, industrial and civil
barriers between the community and the transport industry on the
transportation, if we weren’t there to get our essential resources
road, as the Newcastle Hunter Transport Awareness Group
from point A to
brings the Newcastle
point B, many of our
Hunter Transport
farmers, mines and
Awareness Day and
industries just
Truck Show to the
wouldn’t survive.
Hunter.
For the past few
Now in its 23rd year,
years the Transport
the Transport
Awareness Day,
Awareness Day
which for years was
will again be held at
held at the
the Maitland
Newcastle Foreshore,
Showground on
has been known as
October 29 with a
just a truck show.
huge line-up of truck
But under the
displays, live
direction of a new
entertainment,
committee of
transport and safety
Newcastle Hunter Transport Awareness Day committee members Joanne Perrett and Leonnie Carter
industry
related government
(forefront) with some of the Hunter’s highly committed heavy haulage industry members.
professionals, we
authorities, and
are taking the
children’s entertainment.
Transport Awareness Day back to its original form and making it
As with previous years, the Transport Awareness Day will kick off
a transport awareness and family fun day that’s more than just
with a 200 strong convoy of trucks and other transport vehicles
trucks.
leading from the Sandgate markets site and travel to Maitland
All proceeds raised from the Transport Awareness Day will
Showground from 8am.
this year be donated to the Mark Hughes Foundation, Ronald
Secretary of the Newcastle Hunter Transport Awareness Group,
McDonald House and Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service. In
Leonnie Carter said the 2017 show is shaping up to be the best
previous years, the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service has
Transport event in the Hunter region and is a great opportunity
received in excess of $1.4 million dollars from the event.
for the industry to come together and showcase the positive

CHANGE YOUR BUSINESS
WITH HVTC APPRENTICES AND TRAINEES
We are committed to providing the best solutions
for apprentices, trainees and employers.
• Full-time and part-time apprenticeships
• Full-time and part-time traineeships
• School-based options
• Indigenous
• Ongoing mentoring and support
• Proven recruitment process
• Support and performance management

We value safety
Safety is a major focus in our
selection, induction and ongoing
training of HVTC apprentices and
trainees.
We work closely with our
host employers to ensure
our apprentices and trainees are
safety focused.

Tweed, Northern Rivers, North Coast, North West, Mid Coast, Hunter, Hunter-V-Tec, Sydney,
Illawarra, Southern Tablelands, Shoalhaven, South Coast
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Nationally recognised
qualifications
HVTC for highest ranking
completion rates

Call us today

02 4932 4222
hvtc.com.au

HBR business news
Hunter Diversity Awards announced
Winners of the 2017 Hunter Diversity Awards demonstrate
outstanding commitment to addressing the myriad issues that
lead to equity gaps in business and the wider Hunter community.
The Awards are the initiative of the Equal Futures Project and
recognise and celebrate individual and industry champions
making a positive impact in their organisations and communities.
The 2017 winning organistaions were:
• Hunter Valley training Company, awarded Workforce
Flexibility Champion
• Varley Group, the recipient of the Inclusive Workplace
Champion
The individual Hunter Diversity Champion was:
• Moray and Agnew’s Managing Partner Sean O’Sullivan.
Diversity Awards Chair, Ellen Tiedeman, said that the winners
shared qualities of innovative leadership that developed
programs and initiatives which promoted flexibility, equity and
developing inclusive cultures that embrace difference.
The Awards were launched at the International Women’s Day
breakfast held earlier this year. The breakfast also included a panel
of industry leaders who shared their experiences on the progress
being made to achieve gender equity and broader diversity goals.
The panel was facilitated by local business leader Shivani Gupta and
included Tim Reardon, Secretary Transport for NSW, Michelle Lawson,
Financial Controller Glencore, Dr Pau Craven Director of Newborn
Services at the John Hunter, Marko Njavro, co-founder and Director
of Flex-Careers, Louise Gallagher, Director, Public Schools NSW (Lake
Macquarie) and Claire Robbs, CEO Life without Barriers.
Chair of Equal Futures Project, Dr Kirsten Molloy, said that the
breakfast had an additional goal of raising money to support
equity and diversity outcomes in the Hunter.

“Equal Futures project is proud to announce donations of $9,000
each to HMRI and the Hunter Women’s Centre. The donation to
HMRI will support leadership development programs for female
researchers while the community based Women’s Centre will
benefit from additional funds to prioritise services to women who
are marginalised, experiencing disadvantage or having difficulty
in accessing services elsewhere,” Dr Molloy said.
Equal Futures Project is a grassroots local organisation made
up of a group of local business people who volunteer their time
to working in collaboration with the Hunter community to raise
awareness of diversity and equity gaps.
The Diversity Awards are supported by Strategic Group as Event
Sponsor, with Award Sponsors ARTC, Sparke Helmore and the
University of Newcastle.

Peree Watson (HMRI), Ellen Tiedeman (Equal Futures Project), Wayne Moy
(Varley Group), Sharon Smith (HVTC), Sean O’Sullivan (Moray Agnew), Kirsten
Molloy (Equal Futures Project), Jacqueline Williams (Hunter Womens Centre)

STAYING AHEAD
OF THE CURVE

INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS

Moray & Agnew is a national law firm with 590 people
including 90 partners. As one of the Hunter Valley’s leading
law firms, the expertise of our Newcastle legal team of
over 40 lawyers extends to:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Commercial Dispute Resolution
Construction and Infrastructure
Corporate
Insurance
Property
Planning and Environment
Workplace

LATERAL
THINKING

SPECIALISED
TEAMS

ACROSS
ALL INDUSTRIES
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L e t ’s Ta l k w i t h . . . .
1. In a few words tell us about your current role.
Hi, I am the owner and managing partner at Burke & Mead Lawyers in Hunter Street, Newcastle. My firm is about looking after people. I lead a team of
talented lawyers and support staff working in personal injury compensation, family and relationships law, and crime and traffic law.
2. How have you reached this point in your professional life?
I began my career in Sydney working as a law graduate with Stacks Goudkamp Solicitors. I returned home to Newcastle,
opening a branch of Stacks Goudkamp until October 2008, when I left that firm to create Burke Elphick & Mead Lawyers.
Since 2013 the firm has been known as Burke & Mead lawyers. We have been in our current offices beside the heritage
listed lock-up in Hunter Street for six years and recently obtained approval for naming rights on the building which
looks great! I hold a Bachelor of Commerce and a Bachelor of Laws. My work at Stacks lead me into personal Injury
law. I am a Law Society Accredited Specialist in Personal Injury Law and a Workcover approved legal provider. I am a
Nationally Accredited Mediator and Notary Public.
3. When you’re not at work, where can we find you?
I’m not good at sitting still, as my husband and two boys know, so on weekends I make sure they are full. We are
so fortunate where we live to have such beautiful beaches and national parks.
My typical weekend includes a morning beach walk, watching my boy’s sport and in the afternoon catching up
with friends. My favourite holiday each year is beach side camping with other families for a week around Easter
(…importantly with no electronics) where hopefully I can’t be found.
4. Where do you find inspiration?
Getting people’s lives back together is very rewarding.
I meet some amazing people who have had some truly awful, and sometimes tragic things happen to them, or a
loved one. I get my inspiration and drive from them.
I am motivated to do the best I can, and work to inspire my team to do the same. Every one of our client’s is special
and has to travel a difficult path after a car accident or getting hurt at work, or similar. A lot of these
people can never be what they were beforehand, so for me, it is super important I do my best
for them and their family.
My team are the backbone of the firm and I was taught by my first boss to be the best
teacher, leader and mentor I could be. I really like Sir Richard Branson’s quote- “Train people
well enough so they can leave. Treat them well enough so they don’t want to.” But I should
add I really enjoy seeing former employees doing well after life at Burke & Mead!
5. What advice would you give to someone just starting out in your field?
I think the world and workplace are changing so rapidly at the moment my advice is
that you can’t rest. What is best practice today won’t be in five year’s time. So you
can never stop learning and know you can always learn something from someone
else. Another thing is to be yourself – it’s easy: you can’t fake being anything else
forever. And finally, lead by example and always treat people with respect.
6. What’s something most people don’t know about you?
Most of our work is from peer referral which is great as I’m a really private person,
so while I do have to promote what the firm does, our people and me at work, I
also try to avoid social media and things like this as much as possible!
7. How would you like to see the Hunter evolve over the next decade?
I’m on the Board of Newcastle NOW – so I’m really passionate about our city and
region. My office is on the corner of Hunter and Watt Streets, so we are in the
middle of multiple construction zones and yes, it is noisy, inconvenient, and
annoying, but it won’t be forever and the result, I think and hope, will be good
for the city.
Newcastle is a place people come home to, but with the development, harbour,
beaches, University in the CBD, new Courts and light rail; I can see it is a place people
will increasingly aspire to live and work in.
8. What’s your favourite Hunter restaurant/café/bar?
East End Hub for lunch, Mason for dinner.

Emma
18 |

9. Are you reading anything at the moment?
“All the Light We Cannot See “ by Anthony Doerr. A great read about a blind French girl and
a German boy soldier- who try to survive the devastation of World War II. Put it on the list.
10. Do you have a favourite sport or team?
I enjoy following rugby union - so the Wallabies for me.
11. What’s the best line from a film you’ve ever heard?
While I didn’t think I would, I really enjoy the Game of Thrones Series, there are so many
good lines, but I’ll settle on this one by Tyrion Lannister; as I enjoy
empowering clients against the ‘powerful’: “The powerful
have always preyed on the powerless, that’s how they
became powerful in the first place.”

Mead

AUGUST 2017

"Getting people’s lives back
together is very rewarding"

HBR new appointments
KNIGHT FRANK NEWCASTLE

WEA HUNTER

Matt Shaw has re-joined Knight Frank
Newcastle as head of the Valuation
and Consultancy team. Matt has a
strong background and track-record
in valuation, commencing his career in
2003 as a Sydney CBD office valuer with
JLL followed by managing the valuation
program for The GPT Group. In more
recent years Matt worked with JLL’s
US Capital Markets business based in
Orlando, Florida as well as consultancy
work in Papua New Guinea and agency
with Colliers International.

WEA
Hunter
has
appointed
Samantha Atkin as a Director of
their Board. Samantha is a Chartered
Accountant who has worked in the
mining and industrial sectors for
more than 15 years and is currently
working at WesTrac. She specialises
in financial representation, project
management, fanatical management
and reporting.

WEA HUNTER

NOAH'S ON THE BEACH

Nicola Bartlett has been appointed as
the Senior Education Services Manager
of WEA Hunter. Nikki established her
love of the education sector when she
studied at university and then became
a lecturer in the UK. She then joined
the Royal Air Force where she spent 18
years working across military theatres
specialising in logistics. After moving to
Australia, Nikki worked in compliance
for the energy, community and training
sectors at a number of local and national
organisations.

Joel Phyland is the new Head Chef
at Quality Hotel NOAH’S On the
Beach, Newcastle. Joel studied under
Theodore Kyriakou, the famous Greek
Chef in London and credits Theodore’s
talent and willingness to share it, for
fast-tracking his ability to lead in the
best of restaurants. Joel has headed
restaurants in London, Indonesia and
Ballina.

WEA HUNTER

CUTCHER & NEALE

Brian Doyle OAM has been appointed
as a Director of the WEA Hunter Board.
Brian is a former owner/partner of
Turnbull Hill Lawyers of Charlestown
and was recently awarded the Medal
of Australia for his service to the law
and his community. He has more
than five decades experience as
a lawyer and is well known for his
tireless charity work for organisations
including Life Education, Hunter
Youth Mentoring Collaborative and
the Hunter Academy of Sport.

Jace Pedonese has been appointed
as Partner, Accounting and Taxation
Services division at Cutcher & Neale.
Jace joined the firm in 2005 and has
been Director of the Accounting and
Taxation Services division for over
7 years. His passion for business
development has seen him work
collaboratively with his clients, acting
as an integral part of their businesses
and operational processes to shape
their success.

CUTCHER & NEALE
Stuart Chan has been appointed as
Partner, Specialist Medical Services
division at Cutcher & Neale. Stuart
joined the firm in 2009, progressing
to Director of our Specialist Medical
Services division in 2012. He has
been instrumental in the growth
and success of their Sydney office,
providing
expert
accounting
and financial advice to medical
practitioners, dental professionals
and small to medium businesses.

LAKE MAC. CITY COUNCIL
Lake Macquarie City Council has
announced that Morven Cameron
has accepted the role of CEO.
Morven, who was the Council’s
Director Community Development
and has more than 15 years’
experience in local government, will
commence in the role from Monday
28 August.

WEA HUNTER

CUTCHER & NEALE

WEA Hunter has appointed Chris
Seysener as a Director of their Board.
Chris is an IT executive who is highly
experienced in transformational
change, IT strategy and governance
and service delivery optimisation.
He is the Chief Information Officer
and General manager Business
Services with Hunter Valley Coal
Chain Coordinator (HVCCC) and has
worked with AMP, Allianze, Arium and
Endeavour Energy.

Cutcher & Neale has appointed Nick
Nancarrow as Partner, Clubs and
Hospitality Services division. Nick
joined the firm in 1996 as a trainee,
progressing to Director of the Audit
and Assurance division in 2008. Nick
has had a very strong presence within
the Clubs and Hospitality industry,
providing expert, tailored advice
to improve business strategies and
operations.
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BUS I N ES S
CHA M B ER
FOC U S

T hi s m o n t h :

Throsby Basin Business Chamber

The Throsby Basin Business
Chamber (TBBC) is a not-forprofit, business support organisation that represents,
informs and connects the local business community in
the portside suburbs of Carrington, Wickham, Islington,
Maryville and Tighes Hill. It is the TBBC’s endeavor to
create a vibrant, diverse and prosperous Throsby area,
through strengthening relationships between business,
the community, Government and related stakeholders.

As an example, the recent inaugural Economic
Breakfast on 15 August, was a great success. Guest
speaker Mark Stratford, Special Events Coordinator,
Newcastle City Council, discussed the many business
opportunities the Supercars event will bring to the
Throsby Basin area, considering the close proximity to
Newcastle CBD. Over 50 local businesses attended and
found the breakfast to be highly informative.

The area is currently undergoing a major revitalisation
and is surging ahead with heavy investment into major
infrastructure projects such as the Wickham Interchange
connecting the area to the CBD via Light Rail, several
significant residential projects, the refurbishment of the
Old Pumphouse and of course, the new Cruise Terminal,
set to berth major cruise ships into the local area from 2018.
The TBBC is actively engaged with Newcastle City Council,
The Port of Newcastle, major property developers and the
Hunter Business Chamber to ensure these projects deliver
real outcomes for local business and community. By joining
their local Chamber, Throsby Basin businesses can access
a direct understanding and appreciation of the impact of
these projects through a range of information, networking
events and special guests.

LOVE FINANCE
When you have a dream of owning your own home or securing your
family’s financial future through investment properties, the lack of money
can be an anchor around your neck.
When we are able to assist you to achieve
your dreams and to know that we have made
a difference to your life and the lives of your
family, we feel so incredibly grateful.

communication strategy | public relations | media and public affairs

Clare Monkley - M: 0418299370
P: 49295544 E: love@lovefinance.net.au

119 king street newcastle

HUNTER CARGO & CUSTOMS
Hunter Cargo & Customs is an Australian owned company servicing all ports and airports of
Australia. Established in 1986 based in Newcastle Hunter Cargo & Customs logistics services
constantly deliver the most cost effective and reliable results. With our wealth of accreditations
& industry contacts, we handle all types of cargo.
Our services include:
• Export Air & Sea freight services / Import Air & Sea Freight services
• In-house Customs brokers
• Consolidation & Warehousing
• Dangerous goods specialist
• Land transport specialist
• Project heavy lift cargo /chartering by Air & Sea
P: +61 2 4922 0900 M: +61412124328
E: Sales@hccnewcastle.com / Ashanthi.k@hccnewcastle.com

"We look forwards to assisting with your requirements."

HIVE MARKETING & DESIGN
●
●
●
●
●
●

Strategic Marketing
Graphic Design
Online Marketing
Google Partner
Website Design & Build
Social Media Management

Give us a Buzz on 49202757
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purser.com.au

NEWCASTLE CRUISING YACHT CLUB
CORPORATE SAILING
Team Building – Conferencing – Christmas Parties
• Fleet of 6 inshore keelboats available
• Four crew per boat – up to 24 guests on water
• Instructor onboard plus all safety equipment supplied
Create your ideal event – talk to us today!

Options from 1½ to 3 hours on-water. Midweek or weekends.
E: sailingacademy@ncyc.net.au
W: www.ncyc.net.au/sailing-academy

A: 95 Hannell Street, WICKHAM
P: 02 4940 8188

Business Chamber Focus – a
regular new section in HBR

Would you like your business chamber
featured in a future issue of HBR?
Proud Member
of Throsby Basin
Business Chamber

Contact Garry on (02) 4925 7760 or email garry@HBRmag.com.au
for further information

B U S I N E S S C H A M B E R F OC U S

The TBBC is led by an experienced Executive
Committee which is elected annually by members. The
current committee includes:
Clare Monkley – President, Love Finance
Graham Hardes – Vice President,
Lynne Hopson – Hive Marketing
Dianne Steggles – Camtom Holdings
Craig McGrath – McGrath Group
Jenny Newell – Chandler McLeod
Greg Lawrence – Achieve Financial Group
Scott Webster – Carrington Place

Members of the Throsby Basin Business Chamber are
people who own or operate a business in Carrington,
Wickham, Islington, Maryville and Tighes Hill areas.
Regular events are held for members to allow them
to network with each other, develop their skills and
share ideas. Chamber members believe that a vibrant,
successful business community is essential for the
community as a whole and contributes greatly to the
area being a great place to live, work and play. The
Throsby Basin Business Chamber’s main source of
funding is membership fees, and as such it is vital to their
existence that local business join and support this notfor-profit, community based organisation.
TBBC has been active in representing member interests
in the Young Street redevelopment, Low Lying lands
study, and Wickham Master Plan; submitting formal
responses to Newcastle City Council and advocating
as a single voice for our collective group. The Chamber
has also been successful in winning a financial grant
from the Newcastle City Council 2017 Economic
Development Fund to assist in attracting major and
minor events to stimulate economic activity in the area.

There is no better time to join Throsby Basin
Business Chamber! If you would like to meet with
the Chamber’s President, Clare Monkley, to discuss
the benefits of membership, please contact Clare
on 0418 299 370 or for further information email
secretary@throsbybasinbc.com
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Commerciality vs purpose in business
Scott Douglas
SiDCOR Chartered Accountants
I was giving a presentation to a business recently when I
received a question from the floor that has had me thinking
ever since.

may just want to discuss the how and the what, and that’s OK, as
chances are it was your ‘why’ that got that them into the room in
the first place.

I was discussing the importance of having clarity of purpose in
any business, along the lines of Simon Sinek’s ‘start with why’. We
were discussing Sinek’s philosophy that people don’t buy what
you do, they buy why you do it, when one of the team asked
what happens when a client doesn’t care about your why; they
just want to know what you are going to do for them and how
much it’s going to cost!

Be clear on your purpose, communicate your why, and you will
ultimately build a business with people who believe in what you
believe.

My text book response was, ultimately, you want alignment
with the people you do business with, whether they are
partners, employees, clients or customers. Sinek says your
goal isn’t to do business with everyone, but with those
people who believe in what you believe. I reiterated this and
indicated that if you don’t have alignment in your purpose,
the relationship won’t last.

So I’m off to Aldi now!
For further information contact SiDCOR on 1300 743 267,
email scott@sidcor.com.au or visit www.sidcor.com.au

Scott Douglas, the CEO at
SiDCOR Chartered Accountants,
has over 20 years’ experience
in accounting and taxation,
having begun his career with
international accounting firm
KPMG. With extensive experience
in a variety of industries and
with all types of businesses
from local entrepreneurs to
national organisations, Scott
is perfectly suited to provide
solutions needed to minimise
tax and maximise wealth. Scott
has a Bachelor of Commerce
from Newcastle University and
is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants.

Well, it’s not that easy is it. I’m an accountant, so I know the
commerciality that is also required in every business. Those who
are starting out for instance will do business with everyone they
can, because without customers and clients, your purpose isn’t
going to amount to much.
I also thought about when I go to buy groceries; whether I go
to Coles or Woolworths will normally depend on the proximity
to where I park rather than a consideration of their purpose or
philosophy.
However, businesses that effectively communicate their why,
will attract people who are aligned to that purpose, providing a
great opportunity to build lasting business relationships. Clients

Attention Business Owners:
Are you missing out on more profit and time?
The First Friday Club is a short, sharp monthly burst of
information, inspiration and motivation all about how
to run your business more effectively.
“Clear, precise & easy! Feel motivated
to now put this into practice.”
Jonathon Wilson, Slattery Auctions

“Short, sharp & to the point
with plenty to take away”
Anthony Furniss, EJE Architecture

Book Now at: firstfridayclub.com.au
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SME secrets: How to survive and thrive in your first three years
Stewart Free
Jirsch Sutherland
Despite a decline in formal insolvency appointments, business
insolvency remains a very real risk for many new - and existing
- Australian small businesses, but countless business owners
are not spotting warning signs early enough. I urge SMEs in
Newcastle and surrounding regions to take a serious look at the
financial health of their business.
We’ve noticed a fall in insolvencies in the Newcastle region over
the past year compared with similar periods, which is consistent
with the national ASIC insolvency. But rather than being an
indicator of a strong economy, I would suggest it reflects the
current low interest rate environment and a less aggressive ATO.
What it means is there’s no room for complacency – businesses
need to be prepared for any eventuality.
For a lot of small businesses, approaching their third year is
a real wake up call. Statistics show that around 60 per cent of
businesses* don’t make it past the first three years - which is why it’s
important to take action early should there be any signs of financial
stress. We strongly advise business owners to seek help early in order
to be in the best shape for their next financial health check.
Maintaining a healthy cash flow and getting regular financial
check-ups are sure-fire steps towards helping your business grow
and prosper.
A common reason for the inability to save a company in financial
distress is that professional advice was sought too late.
Here are five simple tips to help your business thrive and reduce
risk of insolvency
Focus on cash flow
Struggling with a day-to-day cash flow deficit puts a strain on
your entire business and limits growth. Since cash flow is the
lifeblood of any business, implementing a solid billing and debt
collecting system will inject much-needed circulation of funds.
With ‘credit clients’, ensure you have well drafted trading terms in
place, specifically applicable to your business, to allow early and
effective intervention when those terms are not adhered to.
Watch for warning signs
It’s easy for business owners to get bogged down in operations,
often missing key warning signs of failing health. Keep an eye out
for increasing debts, overdue tax and super payments, mounting
stock levels, high staff turnover and problems getting finance.

Explore ways to reduce your overhead costs
Explore creative ways to reduce your overheads such
as, negotiating cheaper insurance premiums, revisiting
utilities expenses regularly, investigating alternative supplier
relationships. The more money that can be saved, the more that
can be used for growth or put towards reducing debt. This will
increase your financial attractiveness, and when your creditors
see you're serious about paying them back, they might be more
willing to negotiate to more favourable terms for the relationship.
Negotiate with your creditors
Continually review your trading relationships. As with your
customers, it is important to negotiate the trading terms with
your suppliers. Trade credit is not a right, but likewise your
suppliers will acknowledge and support the businesses that
understand the symbiotic relationship – as you grow, they grow.
With the help of a financial specialist, you may be able to reach
an arrangement with your creditors such as providing you with
reduced personal risk, increase repayment periods or early
payment discounts.
Get advice
Your bank balance is not always an indicator of the financial
strength of your business. Only seeking help once the piggy bank
has been cracked open and the lounge cushions flipped, will limit
the options available to make effective adjustments to preserve
a business. An insolvency specialist can provide expert advice at
the first signs of concern to ensure all options are understood and
a considered approach is taken to redirecting the business back
towards success.
If you suspect your business is in financial difficulty, it’s
important to get proper accounting and legal advice as soon as
you can, as this increases the likelihood of the company surviving.
A business owner can turn around a struggling business by
working on ways to generate cash flow and build profits. But in
times of financial distress, comes high emotion. It’s important to
take emotion out of the equation and do a critical review of all
areas of your business and this is where independent advice can
help guide business owners to the right path.”
*Australian Bureau of Statistics

For further information contact Jirsch Sutherland on
4965 6500, email StewartF@jirschsutherland.com.au or visit
www.jirschsutherland.com.au/about-us/newcastle-office
Stewart Free is a Registered Liquidator, Bankruptcy Trustee and a
Partner of Jirsch Sutherland within excess of 20 years insolvency
and reconstruction experience. Stewart has undertaken a wide
variety of assignments on a formal and informal basis. His no
nonsense approach when dealing with all stakeholders enables
clear and achievable strategies to be implemented resulting in
the most commercial outcomes for all involved.
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Why is location important to your business?
Steve Dick
Raine & Horne Commercial
Your real estate agent will tell you location location location but
what really is location? The location decisions look like this;
Customers, staff and the need to be seen or not?
Some businesses do not want to be found they prefer to be
in the back blocks. This is especially so in industrial areas where
walk-in customers are more of a nuisance and sometimes a
hazard.
Tunnel Vision - Even when a business is located on a main road
the exposure generated can be limited by tunnel vision of the
passing traffic and then there is the difficulty of access. People
tend to see what is different when travelling the same road each
day. No doubt you’ll start in your new premises with a bang.
New signage, new marketing and all of a sudden new enquiry SUCCESS! However unless you are prepared to work the position
you’ll quickly learn your presence on the main road will be lost as
people become accustomed to your signage. A well known Hire
Company used a politically incorrect mannequin on top a scissor
lift. Every time they changed her clothes their hire rate for the
week would spike before settling down until her next change.
Transport Costs - In an instance some years ago a well known
snack Food Company was looking for a new premises and the
perfect existing building couldn’t be found. After designing a
building around their specific needs four options were provided.
They (the company) disappeared for a month while they
investigated each location and the effect it had on their major
business cost – their fleet of delivery trucks. In the end they chose
the most expensive building because in their overall business
model this position was more profitable to their bottom line
despite costing 66% more in rent.
Staff Costs - In other instances, especially when skilled labour is
in short supply, locating your business in a convenient position
for staff can save a lot of stress and keep your business staffed. An
example of this we had a major manufacturer who was looking
to locate in the region. The choice came down to Rutherford or
Tomago as the site for the plant to be built. Tomago won as it was
deemed to be closer to the majority of staff. In this circumstance
the mere act of driving past Tomago and travelling to Rutherford
twice a day would potentially cost their staff 21.7 waking days a
year away from their families (that’s 3 weeks in a car). It was also
the equivalent of driving from Tomago to Perth back to Tomago
and then to Adelaide. The decision to go to Tomago was based on
their staff, the distribution of their product meant they could be
anywhere in the state.
What zoning do you need?
Zonings ain’t zonings - let’s be clear on that and your usage will
determine what type of zoning will be acceptable. Even then
you may be an appropriate use within the Local Council Local
Environmental Plan (LEP) however their Development Approval
(DA) process will cause delays making life so difficult that you may
be forced to abandon the move.
The stories are many and horrendous when companies decide
to go down the DA path. It’s always our recommendation that you
use a town planner to advise whether the location is suitable and
to have them lodge the application on your behalf.
It is advisable for owners of property to obtain from Council
each and every DA ever approved on the property as this will help
future application argue whether a new DA needs to be lodged.
If the property is suitable you made need to lodge a change of
use DA (let your planner do this) e.g. if it’s been approved for
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a warehouse and you need to manufacture this will require a
change of use. Even these can take 4 months and some as long as
9 months. What landlord will wait that long for your business to
start paying rent? Not many.
In the end work out what is most important to you when it
comes to location.
1. Zoning is paramount – Get a planner to speak with council.
2. Do you run a fleet?
3. Do you welcome – Walk-ins?
4. Do you need exposure? If so you’ll need to work it.
5. Forget about your needs. How convenient is it for your staff?
For further information contact Steve Dick on 0425 302 771,
email steve@rhplus.com.au or visit www.rhplus.com.au
Steven Dick has had a varied
background with experiences
in geotechnical engineering
to hospitality and catering.
He also represented at NBL
Level Basketball. His expertise,
experience and analytical skills
have seen him involved with a
number of companies at board
level. He has also attained the
highest level of recognition in
the LJ Hooker and Raine & Horne
Commercial Organisations.

Compass Housing wins three
Australasian Housing Institute Awards
Hunter-based Compass Housing picked up three of the
eight awards at the Australasian Housing Institute’s NSW
Awards held in Sydney on 6 July.
The social and affordable community housing provider
won the Professional Excellence in Social Housing Award
for the most outstanding organisation, community housing
provider or Government agency involved in housing for
NSW as well as the Leading Asset Management Award.
Compass’ group managing director, Greg Budworth, took
out the Outstanding Achievement Award for an individual.
Compass was also commended for its community
development work and tenant initiatives including its
community hubs.
Mr Budworth said for Compass to receive the top award
for excellence was a tribute to his team’s care, diligence and
hard work.
Compass and Mr Budworth are now finalists, along-side
other state and New Zealand winners, at the national
awards to be held in Sydney on November 29.

HBR property
Mark Kentwell showcasing Hunter property market to Korea
Newcastle real estate agent Mark Kentwell has been busy
brushing up on his Korean and other languages as he heads to
the CCIM Korea International Real Estate Conference as the only
Australian speaker.
The conference is being held in Gangnam-gu, Seoul on August
17 and 18. Mr Kentwell, director of PRDnationwide Newcastle &
Lake Macquarie, has been invited as the only Australian to speak
along-side other real estate professionals from the USA, Europe
and Asia. Local delegates are assembling to hear about the
current outlook of foreign real estate investment by country.
Mr Kentwell said he will be taking the opportunity to showcase
Newcastle and the Hunter as well as the rest of Australia in his
presentation.
“I’m speaking about real estate trends and investment
opportunities in Australia which will certainly include our region,”
Mr Kentwell said.
“Interest in and appetite for investment our transforming city
and region is high,” he said.
“I’m getting lots of interest from international buyers from a
number of the development projects we market locally and South
Korea is another exciting market.”
The conference is being held at the same time as the Korea
Economic Daily and Informa Group UK hold Cityscape Korea
2017, which they describe as “Asia's most powerful real estate
exposition”. The expo will showcase real estate products and
opportunities from 20 countries.
Mr Kentwell is no stranger to representing the region and
Australia’s real estate sector overseas. He undertakes regular study

tours to improve his business and is often asked to speak about
the Friendly Auction System and book he developed. This year
he’s spoken in the United States.
CCIM Association is a global 'commercial property analysts'
association established in the United States with 57 offices in
cities outside the US.
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SMSF activity in Newcastle entry
office market

Entry level into the Newcastle office market is very much
dominated by activity in the self managed superannuation
fund realm according to Herron Todd White’s July Commercial
property report.
The report indicated that more and more owner occupiers are
paying their own rent in this space in Newcastle. This is true in
all established office locations throughout the Hunter region
and into the Central Coast. Specifically in Newcastle, the report
suggests the domination of owner-occupiers purchasing in SMSFs
is putting a bit of a dent in the investment market.
Even in the current good market conditions, the report indicates
some long letting up periods for office rental space. It is a warning
for some buyers in the current heated market in the CBD who
are purchasing vacant office space speculatively, hoping to find a
tenant quickly to provide cash flow.
The reports also finds that rejuvenation works around Wickham
have seen Newcastle West office values, which have been
dormant for decades, shoot into a new sphere on the back of
state government led infrastructure investment.

Construction maintains healthy growth

The national construction industry expanded for a fifth
consecutive month in June, with the Australian Industry Group/
Housing Industry Association Australian Performance of
Construction Index (Australian PCI) falling slightly by 0.7 points to
56.0 (readings above 50 indicate expansion).

Ai Group Head of Policy, Peter Burn, said: "Australia's
construction industry enjoyed another buoyant month in June
with house building and commercial construction both recording
solid gains and engineering construction holding onto the gains
experienced in April and May.
“The volatile apartment building sub-sector detracted slightly from
total construction activity after very strong reported activity in May.
“The immediate outlook for the construction sector as a whole is
positive with new orders growing across the board.
“New orders for commercial construction have picked up
noticeably over recent months after an extended period of
weakness. In good news for the overall stability of the economy,
the orderly easing back from the historically high peaks in
apartment building is now being complemented by the longawaited lift in commercial construction."
HIA Principal Economist, Tim Reardon, said "After peaking during
2016, the residential building cycle has now entered a new phase,
with activity edging back from the all-time high.
“While overall activity is still currently hovering at an elevated level,
we anticipate that this new phase of the cycle will be characterised
by a marked contraction in apartment building, while an easing in
detached house building is likely to be far more measured.
“The contrasting conditions in the detached house and
apartment markets are already clearly evident in this update to
the Australian PCI.
“With the positive contribution from the residential sector
waning, if we are to see the Australian PCI remain in expansionary
territory we will need to see a more broad-based recovery in nonresidential construction.”

RECENT SALES

75-77 Broadmeadow Road, Broadmeadow
$1,300,000 (Sold as a going concern) 6.57% Yield
A solid building featuring showroom at the front with off-street car
parking and a warehouse accessed from the rear laneway with a new
(3) year lease and a strong tenant.
SOLD BY: Steven Dick – Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle

55 Thomas Street, Edgeworth
$1,880,000 + GST
Well located industrial Property in the established Edgeworth
Industrial Precinct. Showing excellent street presence & long road
frontage to Superior Avenue plus separate access to Thomas Street.
SOLD BY: Mathew McNamara - McNamara Adams Pty Ltd

1 Preston Place, Cameron Park
$3,600,000
The property comprises of a freestanding building, leased to childcare
operator, Go Kindy Early Education Centre building. Cameron Park is a
western thriving suburb of Newcastle & benefits from its proximity to
the Hunter Expressway.
SOLD BY: Matt J Kearney - Colliers International Newcastle

31 Warabrook Boulevard, Warabrook
$1,000,000 + GST
Located on the main accessway to Warabrook Industrial Estate the
property provides one wide concrete driveway suitable for articulated
truck access.
SOLD BY: Mathew McNamara - McNamara Adams Pty Ltd

1 Maximillian Drive, Floraville
$1,635,000
This is a freestanding childcare centre leased investment located at
1 Maximillian Drive, Floraville within the area of Greater Newcastle.
SOLD BY: Matt J Kearney - Colliers International Newcastle

79 Broadmeadow Road, Broadmeadow
$770,000 + GST
Modern, stand-alone warehouse including loading dock and rear lane access
- highly exposed to Broadmeadow Road.
SOLD BY: Steven Dick – Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle

21 Martin Drive, Tomago
$450,000pa + OGs + GST
A serious workshop with huge 12,000m2 of concrete hardstand (2)
craned workshop bays, large power supply and (80) on-site car parks.
SOLD BY: Steven Dick – Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle

3 Kestrel Av & 106 Glenwood Dr, Thornton $4,300,000 + GST
Flagship industrial portfolio at Thornton including four separate titles.
The offices are high standard CBD quality, constructed over the ground
level and suitable for corporate accommodation.
SOLD BY: Mathew McNamara - McNamara Adams Pty Ltd

13-16/26 Oakdale Road, Gateshead
$1,640,000
Large industrial workshop & warehousing situated in Macquarie
Business Park. High roller doors, private stylish offices, great staff
amenities, ample on site car parking.
SOLD BY: Alan Tonks/Paul Tilden – Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle
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Newcastle housing property report shows
seller’s market remains
Newcastle remains a seller’s market according to data in
PRDnationwide’s latest property market report for the Newcastle
local government area.
The report shows the median house price is $507,000 and the
median unit price $480,000 representing an annual price change
of 16% and 10.3% respectively.
PRDnationwide Newcastle and Lake Macquarie’s managing
director, Mark Kentwell, said his agency’s average days to sell in
Newcastle has held relatively steady for houses over the past 12
months. In the first quarter of this year it was 30 days. Average
days for units to sell continue to reduce and was sitting at 37 days
in the same quarter.
Mr Kentwell said his firm’s average days to sell were very good,
particularly for a regional centre. He said data from Corelogic in
June 2017 shows the typical capital city dwelling is taking 37 days
to sell, down from 45 days a year ago.
He said sellers continue to achieve sale prices above the first list
asking price particularly for houses. The average vendor discount
for units was positive 0.5% and for houses it was positive 2.2% in
quarter one.
“Newcastle is the economic hub of the Hunter Region,
accounting for approximately 30% of the Hunter's developed
industrial space and 80% of the office space,” Mr Kentwell said.
“The residential housing market has continued to be a seller’s
market but healthy rental demand demonstrates that Newcastle
property remains conducive for long term investment,” he said.
“Newcastle is becoming an international city.”
“At PRD, we are seeing an increase in dealings with national and
international buyers as well as companies wanting to develop and
market projects in Newcastle and Lake Macquarie.”
PRDnationwide Newcastle & Lake Macquarie provides two
Newcastle property reports a year.

Spring housing auction event to help
Children’s Cancer Institute
The region’s home sellers and buyers, as well as kids’ cancer
researchers, are set to benefit from PRDnationwide Newcastle & Lake
Macquarie’s Main Event auction day on Sunday September 24.
PRDnationwide Newcastle & Lake Macquarie director, Mark
Kentwell, said the firm usually holds auction nights fortnightly.
Mr Kentwell said the Main Event will be a win-win, with a large
number of auctions held on the one day in the middle of the busy
Spring selling season. He said the event could be the region’s
largest ever, one-day real estate event.
“Having so many auctions on one day is convenient for
homebuyers, spoilt for choice,” Mr Kentwell said.
“It also gives sellers high exposure for their properties because
of tle large number of properties selling side by side,” he said.
For every successful sale, PRDnationwide Newcastle & Lake
Macquarie will donate to the Children’s Cancer Institute (CCI). The
Institute researches tailored therapies for children with cancer
across Australia, including those treated at John Hunter Children’s
Hospital. PRD has previously supported the work of the Institute
as a sponsor of its Build for a Cure project.
Mr Kentwell said he is enlisting Australia’s best auctioneer,
Damien Cooley, to conduct the auctions. Mr Cooley has
performed the winning auction on The Block five times and is the
most booked auctioneer in the nation.
Sellers will receive a special, customised, Main Event marketing
package including a free property video with drone aerial footage
of their home. Homes will be auctioned using PRD’s Friendly
Auction System pioneered by Mr Kentwell. Buyers receive
price guides, pest, and building reports at no charge as well as
assistance with finance preparations, access to solicitors, flexible
deposit and settlement conditions by negotiation and advice on
bidding.

MAITLAND

FOR SALE
Offers over $420,000 + GST

CENTRAL MAITLAND LOCATION - PERFECT
INVESTMENT NOW “THE LEVEE”WORKS ARE
COMPLETE
A quality investment at the start of the Maitland Levee precinct. This
property is worth a look by astute investors.
• Currently tenanted to sports apparel & footwear business
• Quality building in exceptional location
• Air conditioned
• Separate kitchen & amenities areas
• Passing income $35,000pa
For further information please call Brendan Sarroff on
(0400) 986 779.

MAITLAND

FOR SALE

$450,000

PRIME MAITLAND CBD INVESTMENT

Great opportunity to secure this tightly held mixed use residential/
commercial building. Rear lane access from Bank Arcade and situated in a
high profile Maitland CBD position.
Offering a solid dual tenancy with ground floor leased to a well known and
established food operator and upstairs a 2 bedroom residential unit with
air-conditioning and internal laundry.
Features include:
• Double brick building
• 50 meters from The Levee Precinct
• Constant passing foot and vehicle traffic
• New 3x3 year commercial lease to ground floor business
For further information please call Brendan Sarroff on
(0400) 986 779.

MAITLAND

FOR SALE

$1,100,000 + GST

PRIME RIVERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Located in the heart of Maitland’s CBD and The Levee entrance,
overlooking the Hunter River. This property would be prime for
developing residential units or Hotel/Motel.
Buliding area: 900m² approx
Land:
987m² approx
Zoned:
B4 Mixed Use
Objectives of zone:
To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
To integrate suitable business, office,residential, retail and other
development in accessible locations so as to maximise public
transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.
For further information please call Brendan Sarroff on
(0400) 986 779.

P: 4933 6299 W: starrpartners.com.au
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Council’s digital transformation reaches
major milestone

Hunter nurse’s app revolutionising
hospital surgical procedures

Lake Macquarie City Council has entered into a five-year
partnership with Civica to help support its ongoing business and
digital transformation.
Council’s Chief Information Officer, Brooke Humphries, said
through the implementation of Civica’s Authority, a software
solution that incorporates numerous IT applications critical
for Council operation, they will improve customer experience,
promote best practices and streamline business processes.
“Residents can expect to gain access to immediate and
accurate services once it’s implemented. We will also make
available a range of e-services with self-help options in line with
our Smart City, Smart Council Digital Economy Strategy,” Ms
Humphries said.
Council will also deploy Spydus10, Civica’s library management
software to transform its Lake Mac Libraries into modern-day
digital spaces.
“Our libraries are among the first in Australia to offer access to
virtual reality headsets and 3D printing, and the new software
for our libraries will continue to create places where people of all
ages and abilities can build their digital literacy.”
The software will be implemented in phases over the next one
to two years.

Anyone who works in a hospital will tell you some workplace
practices haven’t kept up with medical advances. Hunter based
nurse and mother-of-two Beth Wozniak’s new Scrubit app is
revolutionising the surgical theatre and giving patients the peace
of mind their surgeon will be equipped with the tools needed to
do their job.
Scrubit is a simple-to-use app that places all preference
cards, setups, required equipment and item details (including
item location and photo), in the hands of every staff member;
accessible through phone or tablet.

Beth Wozniak

New premises for cloud company
A local business offering cloud services to small, medium and
large organisations in the Hunter, saberVox Cloud Solutions has
upgraded to a new premises.
The new premises at Level 1 / 9 Callistemon Close, Warabrook
has allowed owner and local entrepreneur Dan Wright to invest
heavily in replacing, upgrading and adding new servers locally
- as well as adding an enormous amount of storage - to make
accessing the cloud much faster and more reliable than ever
before for Hunter-based businesses.
saberVox now boasts more storage capacity than any other
provider in the region, and are well-placed to offer Disaster
Recovery and off-site storage back-up solutions to protect
local businesses from cyber-attacks such as the recent Petya
ransomware virus outbreak.
As well as investing in infrastructure to support local
businesses, the move has allowed saberVox to take the chance
to create a space more typically associated with a design agency
and the mix between the technology housed at the premises,
the industrial-feel, and the injection of nature bring the office
together to create a great atmosphere for saberVox staff, clients
and partners.

SaberVox
new office

Photo credit: Dan Wright
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With the app already in use in Maitland Private’s operating
theatres and plans to have it rolled out to other hospitals
across Australia in coming months, Scrubit has the attention
of the healthcare industry, and is being heralded as reducing
surgery costs, cancellations and delays; and improving surgeon
satisfaction and patient safety through better preparation.
As a winner of the 2017 Health Care Australia HESTA Innovation
Award and part of the HCF Catalyst Program (powered by
Slingshot and designed to accelerate health technology business
ideas), the app ensures accurate surgical set-ups every time.
Ms Wozniak explains: “I’ve worked in many operating
theatres and often found that surgery setups were
incomplete, meaning you’d see staff running from the theatre
in the middle of a case to grab instruments needed to safely
complete the surgery.
“Outdated processes cost hospitals thousands in wasted
time and money and add to patient’s safety risk. Currently,
nurses setting up for surgeries flick through various printed
word documents to see what is circled, then quickly try to find
everything – which is time consuming, difficult for younger/
newer staff, and can be riddled with errors.”
Ms Wozniak knew there had to be a better way, so she partnered
with local software designer Lloyd Davies and technical expert
Paul Fisher, to co-found a project that would solve these
issues in hospitals. To streamline this set-up process, Scrubit
ensures hospital preference cards are always current, assist with
procurement needs, and allow nurses access to multiple set-ups
in one simple checklist.
Maitland Private’s nurse unit manager Martine Mead has used
the app for eight months and raves about it, saying, “Scrubit has
revolutionized the operating theatre set-up process.”
With their sights on revolutionising the way nurses around
the world prepare for surgery, the Scrubit team is proud to be
ensuring surgeons have the right tool for the job every time.

HBR business technology
Why consider a hosted phone system?
Communication is the lifeblood of any organisation;
interacting with customers, colleagues, and prospects, from
anywhere, at any time is mission critical. With the progressive
roll out of the NBN, the old copper based services ADSL,
PSTN, and ISDN are being switched off. Businesses in an
NBN enabled area have 18 months from NBN completion to
transition their copper based services (telephony, fax, security
and EFTPOS) to a new NBN enabled service.
In regards to telephony, this can be an internet based phone line
(SIP) integrated into your existing phone system. It could also be
time to look at a feature rich cloud hosted phone system (PBX).
With hosted PBX solutions, your business gets to access a system
that is future proof from technology advancements, eliminates
the need for system maintenance and access to all the phone
system features you need without the hassle of owning and
maintaining an on-premise system.
Here are some reasons to consider a hosted PBX:
It's simple
A hosted PBX is the modern solution to business
communications needs. Instead of a clunky, on-premise PBX
system needing third party support, a hosted PBX can be
managed by you or your IT provider. You can start making and
taking calls from a supported IP Handset or even from a laptop.
All you need is an Internet connection, setup hot desking, or
install a modern handset if you prefer.
It's effective
It allows you to better manage customer enquiries and
telephone sales processes using a range of convenient features
including smart queuing, on-hold, auto-assistants and more.

You can also better manage and monitor incoming calls and
queues with real time dashboards, and scheduled reporting.
It's mobile
Since your hosted PBX is in the cloud, you’re able to work
remotely and manage everything you need to as long as
you’re connected to the Internet. This allows you to be a
mobile company and successfully go where your business
takes you.
It's disaster ready
With your current phone system, all of your equipment is
located on-site. In the case of a disaster or any other situation
affecting your office location, you’d be entirely offline. With a
cloud hosted solution, you simply need an internet connection to
be setup and running again.
It's affordable
No need to buy or lease a complex, on-site PBX system for
your business communications. Whether you are running a
small business or an enterprise-level organisation, all you need
to establish a professional presence is a headset, a laptop, and
a reliable Internet connection. Fixed fee phone lines promise a
reduction in call costs as well.
If you would like to discuss the NBN and cloud phone systems, or
want an obligation free review of your current phone bills and
expenditure, call 1300 799 094,
email voice@dbtechnologies.com.au
or visit www.dbtechnologies.com.au

Goodbye ISDN & PTSN,
Hello NBN.
Dynamic Business Technologies is a multi-award winning
local IT managed service provider.
We oﬀer a future-proof, NBN-compatible phone solution
that easily scales when your business grows:
No more expensive line rental
Multi-site telephony made simple

Wide range of handset/headset options
All-inclusive plan – ﬁxed monthly cost

Want to know how much you’ll save?
Request a quote by emailing a copy of your latest phone bill to:
voice@dbtechnologies.com.au for the chance to win
a Zero-X RaptureHD Drone (valued at $399)!

1 300 799 094

dbtechnologies.com.au
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Five things to consider before using electronic signatures in your business
Kym Butler
Butlers Business and Law
Electronic signatures provide a quick, cheap and easy way to
sign documents and receive signed documents. They can also
be useful when signatories are separated by a large distance.
Currently, there is very little legislation governing electronic
signatures. Despite their convenience for businesses, there are a
range of legal risks connected with using electronic signatures for
business contracts.
There are five key things to consider before using electronic
signatures in your business:
1. Ensure that only people authorised to electronically
sign documents can do so
Electronic signatures are recognised under Australian law as
having the same effect as handwritten signatures. As a result, it is
crucial to ensure only authorised persons can use the signature.
This will involve reviewing your systems, controls and procedures.
Only authorised users should know the necessary passwords and
log-in details.
2. Make sure that the system used for electronic signatures
is secure
Following this, make sure that the system used for your
electronic signature is secure. One of the best ways to do this is
to require ‘dual authentication,’ which involves the use of both
an online password and security code. Popular products for this
include Adobe EchoSign, and DocuSign.

HBR
Hunter Business Review

“HBR is an important distributor of business news in the
Hunter. Garry and his team have impressed me with
their interest in business in all sectors even when some
sectors such as manufacturing are not seen as trendy.
Garry has assisted Australian Industry
Group in the changing of business
community perceptions by
publishing regular articles on the
innovation and creativity which
is helping the industry to transform
into engineering tech. HBR provides
comprehensive and unbiased
coverage of all business issues.”
Adrian Price
Regional Manager –
Hunter, Central Coast &
Northern NSW
Ai Group
www.aigroup.com.au

Contact HBR today to find out how
to participate in the next issue
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3. Act with caution when the other party to a document has
signed electronically
For the signature to be valid, the person who affixed
the signature must have had the actual or ostensible
authorisation of the signatory. In many cases, this is
impossible to check. However, it is good practice to send a
follow-up email to the signatory seeking confirmation that
they authorised for their electronic signature to be affixed to
the document.
4. Consider global compatibility for international
transactions
How frequently you have dealings with other countries may
affect whether you decide to use digital signature technology
to sign important documents. While the UN Electronic
Communications Convention dictates that electronic signatures
are to be treated in the same way as handwritten signatures, not
all countries have ratified the Convention, thus some international
parties may still require handwritten signatures before being
satisfied that a transaction is valid.
5. Consider witnessing requirements relating to the
execution of deeds by individuals
The Electronic Transactions Act 1999 (Cth) outlines a list of
documents that cannot be signed electronically, including
a document that is required to be signed by a witness. The
witnessing requirements relating to the execution of deeds by
individuals set out in the Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) preclude
the electronic execution of trust deeds by individual trustees. This
must be considered when electronically signing a deed.
Considering the needs of your business
Electronic signatures are a fast and efficient way to conduct
business, especially with connections on the other side of the
world. However, it is important to be mindful that you may
need to prove the validity of a digital signature should it be
challenged. If you’re unsure on the validity of a document
that has been electronically signed, it is critical to seek legal
advice.
For further information call (02) 4929 7002,
email contact@butlers.net.au or visit www.butlers.net.au
Kym Butler is the founder of
Butlers Business and Law. He
has decades of experience
both as a legal practitioner
and chartered accountant.
He is an expert in business
structuring, asset protection
and taxation.
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Regional Pitchfest NSW Final
Wagga Wagga resident, 14 year-old Michael Nixon, has taken
out first place for his innovative and educational business idea,
The Amazing Annoyatron, after pitching against four other New
South Wales finalists on 5 July at Australia Post Regional Pitchfest
state final in Dubbo.
Coming in second place was JAR Aerospace with Lake
Macquarie locals Lochie Burke, Jack Cullen, Sam Lewinson and
Daniel Moscaritolo taking home $3,500 for their pioneering
technology which provides safe, high performing aerial solutions
for a number of industries.
The Amazing Annoyatron is a fun and affordable educational kit
designed to introduce kids and teens to electronics and coding.
Michael was awarded the $5,000 first prize and the opportunity to
represent New South Wales in August at the national gala event in
his hometown of Wagga Wagga.
Michael also received the Community Choice Award, which was
voted for by the audience on the night and will take home an
additional $1500.
“I’m overwhelmed to have won tonight and Australia Post
Regional Pitchfest is so valuable for regional start-ups like mine,”
said Michael.
“This has been such an incredible journey so far to make great
new contacts, gain practical experience and build momentum to
keep the business moving forward.”
Regional Pitchfest founder Dianna Somerville said that all
five pitches were well delivered, innovative and demonstrated
commercial potential to meet a real need in their respective
markets.
“Michael’s pitch was a wonderful reflection of what people from
regional areas can accomplish when given the opportunity. We’ve
attracted some outstanding examples of regional innovation, and

I can’t wait to see all of our winners from around the country pitch
their ideas at the national final in August.”
On the judging panel was Nicole Kersh - Entrepreneur, advisor
and co-founder, The Content Fork; Rebel Black – Entrepreneur,
author and founder, The Rural Woman; Julie Demsey - General
Manager, SBE Australia; Rohan Workman – Director, MAP at the
University of Melbourne; Matthew Dickerson - Entrepreneur
and international start-up business success; and Brinsley Saw –
Innovation Associate, Australia Post.
The Australia Post Regional Pitchfest national final gala event
will be held on 18 August in Wagga Wagga. The winner of the
national event will be awarded $7,500 plus a Silicon Valley Trip to
the U.S. and an Australia Post eCommerce Business Growth Pack.
The runner up will receive $5,000 and the Community Choice
Award winner $3,000.

JAR Aerospace CEO
Jack Cullen

“S M A R T S E R V I C E S
F O R B U S I N E S S:”
•
•
•
•

Cloud
Support
Helpdesk
Advice

•
•
•
•

Off-site backup
Ser vers
Workshop
Computer
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Hackathon winners boost Lake Macquarie transport options
Three teams of local coders and urban planning enthusiasts
shared a prize pool worth $10,000 at LakeMacHack. The two-day
event pitted some of the area’s sharpest minds in a fast-paced
contest to revamp the local transport scene.
Liftango, NEWnet and Cycollage took the plaudits with their
projects to improve the local bus network, cycle experience and
commute time between Lake Macquarie and Sydney.
The hackathon event was created by Lake Macquarie’s Economic
Development Company, Dantia, in response to projections of a
population growth of more than 25,000 in the Lake Macquarie
region over the next 20 years.
Entrants were asked to pitch an idea on 16 June to one of three
transport issues, with teams developing business and software
plans over the Saturday. Applicants were competing in the
following three areas:
• Bus and beyond: how can we innovate, optimise or
combine our use of existing transport options?
• Pedalling for impact: how do we make cycling experiences
a more user friendly, integrated option in Lake Macquarie
and beyond?
• Lake Mac to Sydney: T-90 how can we optimise the use
of rail and other transport modes to unlock the potential of
our proximity?
The team at Liftango took top place for ‘Bus and beyond’.
Taking their experience building a ride share app that matches
passengers with drivers, Liftango developed software to track bus
movement in the area. Liftango CEO Kevin Orr said the innovation
would allow transportation providers to monitor vehicles and
develop better bus routes. The software came with a feature
where users could request new routes, alerting the bus company
when they received high demand for a new service.
NEWnet, a team of computer society students at UoN, created
an algorithm to improve the commute from Newcastle to Sydney.
Finding a staggering number of train routes between the two
cities – more than eight nonillion (an eight with 30 zeroes) – the
team worked on finding the most efficient route that would
benefit the most people, but failed to find a feasible route that
would take less than 90 minutes. However, with more accurate

Opal card data, team member Richard Berry said he was confident
of creating even better routes.
Rounding off the trio was Cycollage, who worked on making
cycling to the new university campus in Newcastle city centre
less daunting. The idea behind the project was to make an
experienced cyclist’s knowledge available to those making the
trip for the first time. The cyclist films a trip into the city centre,
uploads it to YouTube and adds comments and links to Google
Earth to help people prepare for their trip more easily.
As well as main host and sponsor Dantia, prizes and support
were supplied by The University of Newcastle and NSW
Department of Industry as part of the i2N incubator, Lake
Macquarie City Council and QuietRush bicycles.

Sylvain Della Libéra,
Andrew Rutherford,
Alexandre Girard and Kevin
Orr from Liftango with
event facilitator Brian Hill
from Laughing Mind.

SMEs facing up to digital disruption
MYOB’s latest Business Monitor survey of more than 1000
SMEs has highlighted that SMEs are tuned into the need
for digital innovation and are implementing technological
strategies to help secure their future success.
The survey found 76% had invested in technology as a means
to innovate over the last 12 months, prioritising computer
hardware or software, new machinery and up-skilling
employees.
The findings also revealed that 78% of SMEs believe
advancements in technology will impact their business in the
next decade; 40% of which expected a significant impact.
MYOB CEO Tim Reed said the results show the SME
community is not frightened by the challenge of technological
disruption.
“Innovation doesn’t necessarily mean the most expensive,
cutting-edge technology investment. Small changes can deliver
huge value to a business – whether that measure is time,
money or an improved experience,” Mr Reed said.
In April, additional MYOB research identified that the
changing business landscape was an added reason to embrace
innovation, with 57% of SMEs believing large global businesses
are also forcing change in the local market.
Mr Reed said: “The Business Monitor research shows us that SMEs
understand the technology evolution underway, and the need to
incorporate innovation as a core component of their business, not
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just an added extra to address when cash-flow allows.
“Pleasingly, we are seeing SMEs walk-the-walk. They’re not
throwing their hands in the air with these challenges, they’re
investing in the required innovation which can provide a
competitive edge into the future.”
“One simple business innovation MYOB has seen first-hand
is the migration from desktop accounting and embrace of
online accounting solutions. Cloud accounting is becoming
more automated to include bank feeds and bill capture, which
improves efficiency and saves time,” Mr Reed said.
There are still significant barriers however. The insights found
29% of small business owners thought the cost of introducing
and developing innovation was the biggest barrier. Too much
government regulation (26%) and a lack of government
support (25%) were other blockages holding business back.
Creating an innovation-friendly environment could be a vote
winner for politicians, with 53% of SMEs saying they would vote
for a party that continued to increase government funding
for innovation, research and development by Australian
businesses. Only 10% said they would vote against such an
initiative.
“These insights outline the importance of removing these
barriers to business growth. The government needs to do as
much as it can to encourage achievable innovation as it will
lead to a vibrant small business community,” Mr Reed said.

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE
NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained
accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments and
homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for
visitors and business colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

Cleaning and Maintenance services, maintaining your asset value for:
• all residential and small commercial property,
end of lease/preparation for sale, detailing
• marine asset services, diving, charter/delivery, sales,
finance & insurance
Bill Quirk - M: 0402957055 P: 02 49405100
E: admin@newcastleassetmanagement.com.au
A: 1/91 Hannell St Wickham
Newcastle Cruising Yacht Club 2293

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
•
•
•
•

Strata Cleaning Services
Medical Centre Cleaning
Commercial Office Cleaning
Over 20 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie

P: (02) 49610145 E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES
Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning,
Insurance and Risk Protection.
(02) 4929 2552
Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay

"Working together for your future"
www.crestfs.com.au

STRATA MANGEMENT

CLEANING SERVICES

NEWCASTLE ASSET MANAGEMENT

• Security bins and one-off shredding
• Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
• NAID AAA Certified
• Locally owned and operated
• Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast
Phone: 4957 9903
www.mobileshredding.com.au

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ASSET MANAGEMENT

P: 49615566 E: joanne@bqnre.com.au
W: bqnre.com.au 1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC

THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY

LAKE GROUP STRATA

Strata & Community Title Managers
• Over 30 years managing property
• Pre-purchase reports
• Set-up & establishment service
• Consultancy Service
• Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305
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For more business
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www.HBRmag.com.au
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HBR funny business
A woman called the airline customer-service desk asking if she could
take her dog on board.
“Sure,” came the reply, “as long as you provide your own kennel that is
large enough for the dog to stand up, sit down, turn around, and roll over.
The customer was flummoxed “I have a large enough kennel but I’ll
never be able to teach him all those tricks by tomorrow!”
A child asked his father, "How were people born?"
So his father said, "Adam and Eve made babies, then their babies
became adults and made babies, and so on."
The child then went to his mother, asked her the same question and she
told him, "We were monkeys then we evolved to become like we are now."
The child ran back to his father and said, "You lied to me!"
His father replied, "No, your mum was talking about her side of the
family."
A woman noticed her husband standing on the bathroom scale, sucking in
his stomach. “Ha! That’s not going to help,” she said.
“Sure, it does,” he said. “It’s the only way I can see the numbers.”
Jock, the painter, often would thin his paint so it would go further. So
when the Church decided to do some deferred maintenance, Jock was
able to put in the low bid, and got the job. As always, he thinned his paint
way down with turpentine.
One day while he was up on the scaffolding -- the job almost finished
-- he heard a horrendous clap of thunder, and the sky opened.
The downpour washed the thinned paint off the church and knocked
Jock off his scaffold and onto the lawn among the gravestones and
puddles of thinned and worthless paint.
Jock knew this was a warning from the Almighty, so he got on his knees
and cried: “Oh, God! Forgive me! What should I do?”
And from the thunder, a mighty voice: “REPAINT! REPAINT! AND THIN NO
MORE!”

A couple are sitting in their living room,
sipping wine. Out of the blue, the wife says,
“I love you.”
“Why thank you dear, but is that you or
the wine talking?” asks the husband.
“It’s me stupid,” says the wife.
“Talking to the wine.”
“Give me a sentence about a fireman,”
the teacher instructed her second-grade
student.
“The fireman came down the ladder
pregnant,” he answered.
“Umm … Do you know what pregnant
means?”
“Yes,” said the boy. “It means
carrying a child.”

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on
fighting the old, but on building the new.”
- Socrates

The Power in Print.

Since 1975, NCP Printing has been
Newcastle’s and the Hunter Region’s,
Premier Print Group.
Newcastle Office

Sydney Office

14 Channel Rd, Steel River Industrial Park, Mayfield West NSW 2304
P 02 4926 1300 | F 02 4926 5557 | E sales@ncp.com.au

8-10 Frank Street, Wetherill Park NSW 2164
P 02 9757 3000 | F 02 9757 3100 | E sales@brightprintgroup.com.au

ncp.com.au

brightprintgroup.com.au

Award-winning Design, Print & Communication.
NCP Printing are FSC® accredited. A division of the Bright Print Group.
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Planning a new
office or a refit?
OfficePace takes care of workplace
furniture for commercial and corporate
spaces in the Hunter Valley and
Central Coast area.

Office Furniture sourced, supplied,
supervised: everything to keep your
project running smoothly.
With more than a decade of industry experience,
we save you time, money and headaches by keeping
pace with your office furniture needs.

Office design and
space planning

Office furniture
sourcing and
solutions

Installation and
ongoing care

Need expert support for your next project?
Call us today on 1300 542 542
or visit officepace.com.au

Mariners Centre of Excellence
Level 3, Suite 312, 1 Bryant Drive, Tuggerah NSW 2259

